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Christopher Tan discusses the frayed nerves
surrounding a recent news leak.

NEWS of the enhanced off-peak car (OPC)
scheme is probably talk of the motoring town now.

But an unfortunate incident leading up to the announcement of the new
and improved scheme – designed to persuade car owners to convert
their rides to red-plates – proved to be far more exciting to the
newsroom last Friday night.

It all began at a closed-door briefing for journalists held by the Land
Transport Authority on Friday afternoon. It was to allow beat reporters
to understand the upcoming changes to the scheme and to ask
questions.

The announcement itself was to have been made public by none other
than Transport Minister Raymond Lim at a ministerial visit two days
later on Sunday.

But that was not to be - no thanks to a mysterious and virulent news
leak, which happened despite all precautions.

Before the LTA briefing started, reporters were instructed clearly that
the news was strictly embargoed until after Minister Lim had spoken. No
one was supposed to call motor industry players for comments, in case
they inadvertently informed them of the changes.

We were also told that we could not bring any recording devices into the
briefing room. That meant no cameras either.

The briefing went reasonably well and reporters returned to give a
rundown to their respective newsrooms and supervisors.

But by around 8.30pm or so that same day, the entire news release
detailing all the changes appeared online.

The Straits Times was alerted to the leak by someone who spotted it on
an online car forum, which had a direct link to an LTA site.

Within the hour, the entire motor trade – as well as a large part of the
car forum community – had learnt of the changes. One senior motor
trader even called up reporters to ask if they had heard of the new
scheme.

The Straits Times newsroom was shocked, and everyone scrambled to
find out what had happened and whether the news should then be run
the next day (Saturday) as the leak had already spread far and wide.

The LTA was equally shocked. It could not explain how the news
appeared on their website. Up until Tuesday, the authority says it was
still investigating.

The authority's panic was palpable. After all, the leak had stolen the
thunder from a Minister's Sunday speech. 

When asked if The Straits Times could run the story on Saturday, LTA
initially said no - only to lift the embargo eventually, together with the
Ministry of Transport.

That meant that the media could release the news on Sunday. It also
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meant that Minister Lim did not have a biggish announcement to make
during his Sunday ministerial visit to Bukit Panjang.

Mr Lim was gracious enough to agree to the embargo lift. Fortunately,
he had another announcement up his sleeve: An update about the
Circle Line.

Many of us (at least those of us in the newsroom) laugh about the
fiasco now, but it caused real tension on Friday with just hours to go
before deadline. The episode also underscores the impact of online
information – once again.

In the past, news leaks were relatively mild – one could only rely on
phones and the coffeeshop. But with the Internet, a leak takes on a life
of its own. Within minutes, it is literally all over town.

Unless the LTA finds out how this one happened, it quite possible runs
the risk of an encore down the road.
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I thought LTA decided to finally cut the middle
man, and bring the facts straight directly to
the constituents c/o the internet.

Some important policies like the capital gains
tax got lost in translation, and misinformation
prove deadly.

comment 6680 | Offensive? Report this comment

Funny, why need news embargo for OPC? Its
TOP TOP Secret meh? Is this how Reporters
work in Singapore? It only make the minister

look for for a policy that should be changed
many years back......

comment 6676 | Offensive? Report this comment

how come the title of this blog entry is
changed huh?......is the original title not
politically correct? must ST be so "sensitive"?

only to make people feel that ST is not
confident enough....

comment 6670 | Offensive? Report this comment

I agree with ketan. I don't see why LTA had to
even embargo this news. Why, so the Minister
can look like a hero when he makes his
announcement? I think our public servants'
energies are best spent on other things than to
make the minister look good.

The purpose of getting the minister to
announce something is so that the
announcement gets press coverage. For an
announcement as big as this, there is no need
to have a minister give it more publicity.

comment 6669 | Offensive? Report this comment

Thanks for the article; it's a very interesting
insight into what went on behind the scenes.

However I think that "Unless the LTA finds out
how this one happened, it runs the risk of an
encore down the road." is hardly the most
useful lesson to take away from this story.

Perhaps the whole idea of embargoes and
closed-door briefings for journalists has passed
its used-by date.

- accept that when you are ready to make a
public statement or announcement, it is going
to go broad no matter how hard you want to
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try and control it.

- with increasing transparency in government,
surely the need for big, "surprise"
announcements should be ever reducing, so
trying to stage manage an embargo is of little
value

comment 6668 | Offensive? Report this comment
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(4) No curse words;
(5) Don't SCREAM in ALL CAPS!

To encourage a meaningful and pleasant dialogue, comments may be deleted. We look forward
to your participation!
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